VIVA Board Meeting Minutes
10-12-21

Zoom

Present: Brian, Lindsay, Penny, Sy, Chris, Marla, Annette, Marc, Lynn
Treasurer Report
Bank balance is $13,002 and is slowly dwindling. There are the usual expenses of mail
chimp, zoom, and our Co-coordinator.
New Artists
Margaret Smith reports that she has 14 artists who have answered the call for the
November VIVA Gallery Shop @ VCA for November. She has needed to solicit for folks
for the past months and most of these artists are new!
Art by Appointment
There are many left-over A by A brochures and they will be @ Lindsay’s gallery/home
located mid-isle. We can pick them up there for another round of distribution.
Brian will re-send the list of island businesses and who-goes-where with brochures.
There will be a Beachcomber article about –who we are and what we are doing.
Annette is working on a VIVA Bio for the article. Chris is in contact with Daralyn of the
Beachcomber for the article. Lindsay is writing a page about VIVA scholarships for VHS
students for our website.
VOV radio show with Tara will feature Brian and Marla on the 20th to talk-up A by A for
the holiday season.
We decided to keep advertising to Vashon only for this holiday season due to Covid.
VIVA Scholarships
Marc has been trying to get involvement with the high school, via the Riptide, to spread
the word about the VIVA scholarships for their scholarship notebooks. Lindsay did
research and has the timeline for the process and it is beginning now.
Sy designed posters about our scholarship and they will be delivered to the high school
for posting in the 6 art rooms and wherever they allow. As of this writing, Marc has
delivered 10.
MISC---A reminder about re-upping annual dues for 2022 for VIVA will be in the
November Newsletter.
Respectfully submitted, Marla Smith

